But for the most part the incorporation of Gerontius into the English oratorio canon was unproblematic.
While the Düsseldorf performances have become central to the post-compositional history of Gerontius, their centrality is ultimately ancillary; it is less significant that the performances themselves were successful (in the first Düsseldorf concert, Antonie 50 Beel, who sang the Angel, attracted some adverse criticism) than that the positive critical evaluation of the work by German critics prompted hitherto sceptical British audiences to embrace the piece wholeheartedly. In other words, the critical success in Germany may be portrayed as having served as a means to an end (the incorporation of Gerontius into the English choral repertory) rather than as being interesting in its 55 own right. Yet this remarkably Anglocentric perspective leaves much unsaid. What caused German audiences, and therefore presumably German critics, to respond so positively to Gerontius? In particular, how did German critics react to the religiosity of Elgar's piece, especially if we consider that Parsifal had yet to be performed outside Bayreuth? 60 To date, the most significant attempt to address this question, in relation to German-speaking lands if not to Germany itself, has been Sandra McColl's appraisal of the critical reaction to the Viennese première of Gerontius on 16 November 1905. Many Viennese critics were unimpressed by Newman's text, whether on theological or dramatic grounds (or both), but most were positive about Elgar's music, their reservations being limited to the opening of Part II, which some felt lacked the necessary other-worldliness, and the Demons' Chorus, which was thought too tame. 10 On the other hand, it is reasonable to assume that these critics were not starting from a blank slate; they might well have been familiar with the work from one or other of the Düsseldorf 70 performances, or at least with the response to them, and might even have seen the (by now) published score. For this reason it makes sense to consider earlier German responses to Gerontius, and to Elgar in general, particularly those in explicitly musical journals, which had the space to examine the subject in depth. Foremost among these are the articles written by Max Hehemann for Die Musik Welt (1902) , and by Fritz Volbach for the Allgemeine Musikzeitung (1904) . To these may also be added a later, slightly longer article that Volbach wrote in 1907 for the Catholic journal Hochland, partly because the views he expresses therein about Gerontius are unlikely to differ greatly from those that 80 he held three years earlier, and partly because the theological parallels he draws are somewhat more detailed than the reviews in the purely musical periodicals Á a reflection, perhaps, of his awareness of Hochland's readership. 11 It is hard to be sure how representative these articles were of wider critical opinion in Germany, but the fact that in most cases they appeared several years after the Düsseldorf 85 performances of Gerontius would seem to indicate enduring interest either in the work or in its composer. An examination of these writers' critical reactions to Gerontius reveals two recurring features: an attempt to connect Elgar's work with Richard Strauss's tone poem Tod und Verklärung (1890) and an interest in the work's relationship 90 to mysticism. The connection with Strauss is hardly surprising, given the aftermath of the second Düsseldorf concert, but the significance of that event should not be underestimated; as a contemporary composer whose pre-eminence was taken for granted in Britain by liberal and conservative critics alike, Strauss's words carried a great deal of authority in the right circles. 12 More important, however, is the fact 95 that, partly as a consequence of Germany's musical hegemony in the late nineteenth century, and of the transcendental aesthetics associated with it, great German music had become synonymous in the minds of many German and British critics with 11 great music in general. 13 For Elgar to be endorsed by the arbiters, as it were, of universal musical taste, was for him to be assigned a place in 'universal' (for which read 'German') music history; for Gerontius to become a choral classic alongside Elijah was thus no less than it merited. But we should also note Hehemann's remark that 'since Professor Buths performed the ''Dream of Gerontius'' in the German language for the first time in Düsseldorf on 19 th December 1901, Elgar is entitled to live as one of us'. 14 For Hehemann, at least, Elgar's universality was predicated in his 105 Germanness.
The specific connection with Tod und Verklärung, however, is more intriguing. Although Elgar may have seen the score of Strauss's tone poem by the time he wrote Gerontius, he certainly did not hear it in concert until June 1902, and never gave any indication subsequently that he had been influenced by it. 15 Nevertheless, the 110 superficial similarity between the two pieces Á both begin with the death of a mortal and trace the spiritual journey of a soul Á prompted some critics to compare them. For instance, Neitzel, the music critic of the Kölnische Zeitung, was certain that Elgar's oratorio further extends the range of ideas and circles of emotions that Strauss has struck in his tone poem Tod und Verklärung. 16 Neitzel felt that Gerontius formed part of the post-Parsifalian transfigurative Zeitgeist on account of its subject matter: following the Demons' Chorus, Part II of the oratorio resembled 'the manner of the third act of Parsifal, only Gerontius is spared the snake-bite of remorse and the neglected good deeds'. 17 But Neitzel was also conscious of how the oratorio's distinctively Catholic qualities differed from Tod und Verklärung, nowhere more so than in how Strauss and Elgar (or at least Newman) dealt with the deaths of their respective protagonists. In Tod, 125 dying is a simple 'solemn but short entry into Elysium', the inevitability of which almost suggests secular predestination. 18 We may infer from this that the hero of Tod has no doubts about his destination: his earthly actions have spoken for themselves; he has no higher authority before which to answer; thus a short but resounding 'arrival' in the traditionally triumphant key of C major announces his arrival into the 130 pantheon of the immortals. 19 In Gerontius, however, dying is painful, protracted and, above all, plagued with uncertainty about the Soul's future. Although Newman 'has guided his hero's last moments completely into the influence of the Catholic faith', that faith continues to vacillate: on the one hand, Gerontius 'summons up renewed powers of resistance from the intercession, which to him is a confirmation 135 of the truth of his faith'; on the other, 'under the influence of the evil spirit appearing to him, he is shaken by a renewed wild fear of death'. 20 Gerontius's utterances, 16 however, form only part of the dramatic argument, for his struggle against death, expressed in the declamation of music drama, takes place at the same moment as the prayers of his friends, sung by the chorus and semi-chorus, 'strive to free him' ('zu befreien trachtet') from this evil spirit. These friends are thus active participants in the drama, not just commentators. Theirs is the confirmative voice of authority in the debate raging inside the Soul's head; their stile antico singing provides the certainty of faith that the dying Gerontius requires. Nevertheless, the work ends in the ambiguity of purgatory, not the certainty of heaven. It is a far cry from the heroic 145 affirmation of Tod.
The difference between Elgar's and Strauss's perspectives of death reflected the difference in their spiritual world-views. As Hehemann put it, 'Strauss's ideal is striven for in this life', whereas with Elgar, the music even more than the poetry expresses the desire for the hereafter, and 150 the prayer which the friends of Gerontius dedicate to his departed soul is not a remorseful melancholic plea, but rather a song of triumph for one who has overcome life, and through the gate of death has arrived at everlasting joy. 21 But, despite drawing this distinction between Elgarian spirituality and Straussian materialism, Hehemann also acknowledged that the subject matter of Gerontius was 155 'generally human material' ('allgemein menschlichen Stoff'), a remark that echoed Elgar's own comment that he imagined Gerontius 'to be a man like us, not a Priest or a Saint, but a sinner, a repentant one of course but still no end of a worldly man in his life, & now brought to book'. Elgar's work may have possessed a 'peculiar Catholic mysticism' ('eigenartige katholische Mystik'), but it also contained human 160 truths no less than did Strauss's. 22 While the similarities between Gerontius and Tod und Verklärung meant that they could both form part of a wider post-Parsifalian discourse on death and transfiguration in Germany, the differences between the two works are considerable on account of the theology that lay at the heart of Elgar's work. In particular, 165 Hehemann's approving reference to Elgar's 'peculiar Catholic mysticism' is echoed by both Neitzel and Volbach in their accounts of the piece. In the remainder of this article, I shall discuss what Hehemann and his fellow critics may have understood by 'mysticism', why it had become an important creative stimulus for artists in late nineteenth-century Germany, and how it manifests itself musically in Gerontius.
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Following a consideration of the tonal planning of the work, and, especially, Elgar's 21 development of the leitmotif associated with the words 'Novissima hora est' ('It is the last hour'), I suggest that Gerontius may best be classified as an epic, rather than a dramatic, oratorio, on account of the fact that the structure of the work suggests two narratives taking place simultaneously and instantaneously Á a collapsing of time that 175 is in keeping with the mystical scenario of the piece as a whole.
Mysticism and Gerontius
As Roy Pascal has observed, the second half of the nineteenth century in Germany saw a 'decline in the intellectual authority of the church [that] was more thorough [. . .] than elsewhere in Europe and America'. Ironically, this was partly the 180 consequence of a culturally Protestant tradition of critical inquiry that, both in philosophy and in science, had increasingly stripped Christianity of its claims to universal truth. By the era of the Wilhelmine Reich, alternatives to traditional religion had begun to emerge. In some cases, these were explicitly secular organizations, such as the League of Freethinkers, founded in 1881, or the 185 Komitee Konfessionslos, which favoured church disestablishment and the freeing of teachers from religious duties. 23 In others, the alternatives took the form of religious systems that combined Christianity with Darwinism, nationalism and other contemporary ideologies (including anti-Semitism), as part of a reaction against modern materialism; these included esoteric movements such as theosophy and anthroposophy (founded by Rudolf Steiner), and völkisch movements with racist overtones such as ariosophy and the Christian-Germanic 'religion' pioneered by the eccentric theologian Paul de Lagarde. 24 The scepticism, scientism and rationalism that characterized nineteenth-century German cultural Protestantism thus provoked its own reaction: a longing for salvation ('Erlösung') in a transcendental spirituality 195 that rejected modern materialism. And, as Nietzsche put it, 'when scepticism meets with longing, mysticism is born'. 25 'Mysticism' Á or at least that which was described as 'mystical' Á had several meanings in late nineteenth-century Germany. Applied loosely, the word could connote a sense of spirituality or religiosity that was not tied to any particular creed 200 (in other words, 'scepticism [met] with longing'), and which bypassed rationality and conscious thought. As Eduard von Hartmann commented, in a much-reprinted volume, 'the essence of the mystical should be understood as filling consciousness 23 with content (feeling, thought, desiring) through the spontaneous appearance of the same from the unconscious'. 26 But 'mysticism' was more than simply irrational 205 feeling; indeed, within academic theology it had a very specific meaning. This meaning involved the collapse of subjectÁobject (or innerÁouter) dualities, to reveal a sense of oneness with the deity. It thus has much in common with Hartmann's definition, but with the important difference that it makes explicit the relationship between the individual and God. As Wilhelm Windelband explained:
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The conceptual principle of mysticism is that mankind appears in his identity with the Godhead. Mankind as micro-deity is the disclosure of all mystery. The soul is God, so far as it recognizes Him Á it recognizes Him so far as it is God. But this understanding is an 'inexpressible vision' [. . .]. This idealistic pantheism, which dissolves the outside world into the inner, and the inner world into a blessed vision of God, is the basis of the 215 character of German mysticism. 27
Windelband's reference to 'the character of German mysticism' reflects the extent to which contemporary mysticism had deep medieval roots. The second half of the nineteenth century saw a revival of interest in the works of the fourteenth-century Rhenish mystics Meister Eckhart (1260Á1328) and Heinrich Suso (1295Á1366), 220 whose works appeared in new editions and attracted considerable scholarly attention. 28 This Rhenish mysticism was characterized by the idea of at-oneness with God, something that was achieved, in Eckhart's theory, by a process called 'Gelassenheit' ('detachment'). 'Gelassenheit' was effectively a renunciation of the self (in the sense of what one is, rather than what one has): one emptied one's soul so that 26 it might be filled by God. 29 With the immanent presence of God in the soul, and thus complete union between human and deity, the logical result of Eckhart's theory was the deification of the human being. 30 However, as one of Eckhart's forerunners, Mechthild of Magdeburg (c.1207Á82), observed, the perception of such a union must occur in the knowing self, the re-emergence of which thus necessitated 230 the breaking of the mystical union, and therefore the loss of God's presence. The suffering that this entailed, Mechthild believed, enabled the mystic to empathize with the suffering undergone by Christ (and by humanity in general), and thereby to come into the presence of divine love again. Consequently, there was a constant oscillation within the soul between the presence and non-presence of God, which, 235 over time, would synthesize into a realization of His omnipresence. 31 The consequences of 'Gelassenheit' were multifold. For Eckhart's contemporary Marguerite Porete (d. 1310), the soul should aim to live without a 'why'; this was a reflection of a widespread belief, later adopted by Eckhart, that sin existed in the will (i.e. the soul) rather than in the body. (Indeed, Marguerite believed that the will had 240 to be destroyed before mystical union with God was possible.) 32 A still more significant consequence was the view that with mystical union the Son of God was constantly reborn in the soul, which Eckhart described as both 'virgin and wife'. 33 Since mystical union, by its very nature, was a constantly recurring process, the birth of the Son was thus not a one-off event; indeed, since the Son, as part of the Trinity, 245 existed before the Creation, the soul, or at least the part of it that achieved mystical union with God, must be similarly 'uncreated'. 34 In this way, not only did mystical union go beyond normal human thought processes, but, at least in theory, it 29 Alain de Libera, Eckhart, Suso, Tauler, ou la divinisation de l'homme (Paris, 1996), 102, 111. Suso took a similar position to Eckhart: for him there was a need to be 'freed from the forms of creatures, formed with Christ, and transformed in the Godhead'; the 'goal of the truly detached person in all things' was to 'sink away from the self, and with the self all things sink away' (ibid., 118Á19; my translations 32 Ibid., 116, 27Á8. Hollywood discusses the tradition of women identifying with the body more than men did, including in their respective spiritualities. Following the trial and condemnation of Meister Eckhart in 1328, the suffering body again became seen as essential as a means to accessing the divine; see ibid., 75, 95, 101 and 206. 33 Ibid., 9. 34 Ibid., 138, 151.
Friday, 9th August 2013 0:47:39 occurred beyond time and space. In doing so, it denied the idea of the diachronic, and of history itself.
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The apparent paradoxes and contradictions inherent in mysticism Á for instance the impossibility of being aware of one's oneness with God because to be so aware would be to deny that oneness, or the recurrence of events that by their nature existed outside human concepts of time Á proved very attractive to late nineteenthcentury German intellectuals and artists who had become disillusioned with a 255 modernity that was underpinned by rationality and materialism. In many cases they took their cue from Schopenhauer, who, in Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung (1818, revised 1844), had proposed a means of transcending the destructive desires of humanity, namely self-abnegating asceticism, that owed much to mystical thought Á albeit mystical thought in which he 'replaced its religious centre with the idea of a 260 conscious life sustained by the transcendent irrational power of a metaphysical ''will'''. 35 This secularization of mystical ideas allowed them to be used creatively by early modernist writers who in some cases were non-or even anti-Christian, such as Rainer Maria Rilke (in his Stundenbuch) and Stefan George, and by artists such as Wassily Kandinsky, who, in his 'Ü ber das Geistige in der Kunst', called for painters 265 to 'adopt a mystical view of the world's ''inner reality'''. 36 Mysticism was thus not only part of the reaction against modernity but also an essential ingredient of early modernist art.
If mysticism could play an important role in the genesis of early modernist literature and visual art, it almost goes without saying that it could also do so with 270 music, the artistic medium in which Schopenhauer's aesthetic theories perhaps had the most pervasive effect on account of their adoption by Wagner. In Book 3 of Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung, Schopenhauer outlined how the purpose of great art was to communicate universal, Platonic ideas, and how through aesthetic perception and contemplation of these ideas an individual could be raised into a 'pure, will-less, 275 painless, timeless subject of knowledge'. 37 The highest of all art forms, Schopenhauer argued, was music, because its non-representational character meant that it was 'by no means like the other arts, the copy of the Ideas, but the copy of the will itself, whose objectivity the Ideas are'. Melody thus 'records the most secret history of this 35 intellectually-enlightened will, pictures every excitement, every effort, every movement of it, all that which the reason collects under the wide and negative concept of feeling, and which it cannot apprehend further through its abstract concepts'. 38 More than literature or visual art, great music could portray an ideal reality, not reducible to mere words, that transcended the material and the temporal, in a way that is reminiscent of mystical unity. 39 But, in yet another 285 paradox, the means by which music portrayed this reality necessarily required it to unfold in 'real' time.
Consequently, despite Hehemann's reference to the 'peculiar Catholic mysticism' of Gerontius, it is reasonable to suppose that Elgar's work formed part of a wider contemporary discourse on the relationship between the human 290 (or temporal) and the divine (or, in non-theistic terms, the absolute). That it was unusual for a British composer to participate in this discourse was something that Hehemann was quick to acknowledge. In the same passage in which he mentioned Elgar's 'peculiar Catholic mysticism', he claimed that in Gerontius 'Elgar's nationality has, outwardly, left the least mark'. 40 Music and mysticism: 'Novissima hora est'
In the light of Schopenhauer's emphasis on the relationship between music and abstract feelings and Volbach's reference to a 'language for the inexpressible', it is worth considering how ideas associated with mysticism may be experienced musically in Gerontius. To do this, we need to consider the musical and dramatic form of the work. Gerontius consists of two journeys: the physical journey of an ailing man to his death in Part I, and the spiritual journey of his immortal soul to its judgment in Part II. 44 These physical and spiritual journeys are mirrored by a long-term flatward tonal movement, which, as Andreas Friesenhagen has noted, takes place with each 'number' of the work. 45 Thus Part I begins in D minor, proceeds through B=, E= and A = majors in the early choruses to the centrepiece aria, 'Sanctus fortis', which is in a modally mixed B = ; it then travels through a succession of flat minor keys (E = , A = and 345 D = ) to C> minor (with strong hints of the submediant, E) at 'Novissima hora est', from which it moves, via F> minor, back to D, this time in the major mode. For the most part, Part II moves along a similar trajectory, at least from the Demons' Chorus onwards: the D minor and G minor of that section give way to the E= and A= of the Angelicals (with a sidestep to C major for the Durchbruch-like chorus, 'Praise to the 350 holiest') and the D= of the Angel of the Agony; and then, following a shift to another four-sharp key signature as the voices on earth continue the prayers they sang in Part I, to F> minor at the moment of divine judgment, B minor at the Soul's horrified reaction to that judgment ('Take me away') and D major for the Angel's Farewell. These two tonal journeys are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 Tonal Pitch Space (Oxford, 2001) . In Lerdahl's theory (which develops earlier theories of tonal space, notably those of Gottfried Weber and Schoenberg), each row consists of alternating major and minor keys, the minor keys appearing to the right of their tonic major, and to the left of their relative major, while each column consists of the circles of fifths. 'Sharp' keys appear above 'flat' keys, so that tonal movement through increasingly 'sharp' keys is viewed as an ascent, and corresponding movement through increasingly 'flat' keys is viewed as a descent. The movement between keys is shown graphically by arrows. Wherever possible, a journey between two keys should take the shortest possible path; thus the move from D minor to B = at the beginning of Part I involves a move down one row to the right rather than down four rows to the left. In some cases, usually when the keys are some distance apart, there is a certain efficacy in bending this rule; and since in Lerdahl's theory each B = major in the grid is theoretically identical with every other B = major, there seems little practical reason not to do so. Here, the opening and closing tonic keys in each figure are underlined for clarity. opening of Part II does not fit this pattern. It begins in F major, the relative of D minor, but then travels along many different paths: through modal, relative and thirdrelated alterations to E minor for the Angel's 'My work is done' (see Figure 3 ); and then, following a return to F, to a three-flat key signature (E=, with a strong hint of C minor) for the Soul's and Angel's duet, 'A presage falls upon thee', 360 before moving, via E = minor and G minor, to D minor for the Demons' Chorus ( Figure 4 ). 47 This is not so much wandering tonality as directionless tonality. The explanation for this departure from the harmonic pattern of the rest of the piece lies in the dramatic structure of Part II. The spiritual journey begins only after the Angel has explained to the Soul why it has to be undertaken at all, 365 and this takes place in a section that, like both mystical 'Gelassenheit' and Schopenhauerian aesthetic contemplation, seems to transcend time and space. The musical material is soft, slow, undulating and, above all, repetitive; and the Soul comments that: Within such an extraordinarily static atmosphere, any goal-directed tonal narrative would be impossible: it would betray a sense of temporality that is entirely alien to the text. Instead, the music circumnavigates F major and D minor (the one-flat keys that respectively begin and end the section) without showing any signs of travelling to any alternative destination. In short, it is music in keeping with the state in which the Soul finds itself at the beginning of Part II, and in which it remains suspended (barring occasional reflections on its mortal form's past fears of judgment, fears which the Angel quickly dispels) until the beginning of the 380 Demons' Chorus. Only with the start of that chorus, and with it the start of the Soul's journey to the Almighty, does the long-term tonal narrative of Part II properly begin. 48 While the transcendence at the opening of Part II is not bound by any particular creed Á prior to the arrival of the Angel, the Soul says nothing that refers to Christian 385 doctrine Á other passages in the work suggest mysticism that is more specifically Catholic in nature. A good example of this is the figure that Elgar sets to the words 'Novissima hora est' (hereafter referred to as 'Novissima hora'), with which Gerontius dies in Part I (see Example 1(a)); it appears four times throughout the piece, most memorably in the immediate aftermath of the Soul's coming face to face 390 with God in Part II. Hehemann's claim that the motif is associated with 'the return of the highest ecstasy of the hereafter' is particularly apt. 49 In mysticism, ecstasy was, according to Jakob Mühlethaler, a 'condition of complete seclusion of the soul, where the outside world steps back, dazzled by the brilliance of an inner light [. . .] which illuminates for us a spiritual world for immediate vision', and was often Soul experiences at the moment of divine judgment. For this reason, 'Novissima hora' merits closer hermeneutical consideration. 51 According to Jerrold Northrop Moore, the musical origins of 'Novissima hora' lie in two motifs introduced earlier in Part I: 'Christ's peace' (Part I, rehearsal figure 22:5; see Example 1(b)), and the 'Agony' music (Part I, rehearsal figure 62:5Á7; see Example 1(c)), although in both cases, the initial leap is of a fifth rather than a 405 fourth. 52 Moore's suggestion is certainly appropriate when we consider the words with which the motif appears. The main textual association of 'Novissima hora' is with the moment in death when human soul and divinity meet: a moment, in other words, that combines the agony of receiving divine judgment with the hope of eternal life and heavenly peace. Thus at the motif's first appearance in Part I Written for the work's première, the Notes aimed to provide listeners with a synopsis of the main musical themes in a manner similar to Hans von Wolzogen's thematic guide to the Ring cycle, in which Wagner's leitmotifs are given specific non-musical labels. While Elgar was certainly flattered by Jaeger's implicit comparison of him with Wagner Á though the extent to which the themes in Gerontius are strictly speaking leitmotifs rather than reminiscence motifs is certainly debatable Á he distanced himself from his friend's insistence that the themes in Gerontius be given 'a one word name wherever possible', commenting that 'my wife fears you may be inclined to lay too great stress on the leitmotiven plan because I really do it without thought Á intuitively, I mean'. As Christopher Grogan has commented, Alice's alleged concerns were undoubtedly Elgar's own; he 'seem[ed . . .] to have anticipated the likely adverse influence of Jaeger's methods upon the audience and the critics, who would be encouraged to perceive the music as no more than the stringing together of essentially unconnected thematic tags'. In the event, Jaeger gave names to only 15 of the 76 quoted themes, including 'Novissima hora', and these names were put in parentheses. God 'for one moment', adding, to the strains of 'Novissima hora', 'that sight of the Most Fair/Will gladden thee, but it will pierce thee too' (rehearsal figure 56:5). The word 'pierce' comes at the climax of the phrase, emphasizing the connection 420 between Christ's sacrifice and the pain the Soul would feel on being confronted directly with its sinful life. To this anticipation of agony, however, may be added the anticipation of eventual transfiguration at rehearsal figure 112 :5, when the Angel of the Agony petitions God on behalf of souls currently in purgatory, again accompanied by the 'Novissima hora' motif: 'Hasten, Lord, their hour, and bid 425 them come to Thee,/To that glorious Home, where they shall ever gaze on Thee.' And it is to 'Novissima hora' that the Soul sings its reaction to its moment of judgment before God, 'Take me away' (rehearsal figure 120) . Starkly aware of its inherently sinful nature, the Soul is filled with shame and self-revulsion, which gives way within a few bars to a desire for purgation ('and in the lowest deep/There let me 430 be'). Purgatory will be a further agony, but it is a necessary one if the Soul is eventually to have eternal life. A particular feature of the 'Novissima hora' motif is that the texts it accompanies reflect Catholicism's dialectical approach to forgiveness. The familiar Catholic 'cycle' of sinÁconfessionÁforgiveness is transmuted, in death, to earthly sinsÁjudgmentÁ 435 atonement; in turn, atonement takes the dialectical form of judgmentÁpurgatoryÁ heaven. 'Novissima hora' illustrates passages that glimpse the syntheses (atonement/ heaven), but only through emphasizing the antitheses (the Soul's shortcomings and its need for purgation before reaching paradise). In other words, for all its otherworldliness, it draws attention to the fact that Gerontius is 'a man like us', whose 440 encounters with God show up his imperfections and the need to remedy them.
The four statements of 'Novissima hora', which we shall now consider in turn, vary in key, instrumentation, phrasing and, latterly, metre; these differences are summarized in Table 1 . One thing that they have in common, however, is an inability to attain successful closure. This is because the underlying harmonic 445 progression of 'Novissima hora', iÁv 6 Áiv 6 , is iterative: the closing iv 6 chord is tonicized by a V 4/3 Ái cadence and the motif is repeated a fifth lower (see Figure 5 ). In theory, and assuming some octave displacement to preserve audibility, this progression could perpetuate itself indefinitely through the circle of fifths, a feature that aptly complements the motif's textual associations with the eternal; thus when the progression is halted the sense of caesura is particularly pronounced. A good example of this is in the initial statement of the motif (Example 1(a) ). We hear the progression twice: first in C> minor, when the orchestra accompanies the singer; then in F> minor, when the orchestra plays alone. The second phrase ends on iv 6 /f>, a firstinversion B minor chord that seemingly demands tonicization by a closing cadence. First-inversion chords are unlikely to provide entirely convincing points of closure. But there is an additional reason why the first of these B minor chords feels particularly unsatisfactory. This is the upward chromatic movement of the second 465 violins in the third bar of the 'Novissima hora' phrase (the AÁA>ÁB at rehearsal figure 66:8) , which seems gesturally to be asking a question that will remain unanswered unless the figure can receive tonal affirmation with a VÁi cadence to a root-position B minor. What, hermeneutically, might this interrogative gesture mean? One possible answer is that, given the association of the 'Novissima hora' 470 motif with the eternal, the lack of closure at figure 66:9 may suggest the infinite itself. If so, the purpose of the rising chromatic line is surely to emphasize that all humanity (whether Gerontius, the composer, the audience or anyone else) has to inquire as to the nature of that infinity, since it exists outside normal human spaceÁ time parameters. For Gerontius to need to ask such questions may indicate his very 475 human lack of faith, and ignorance of what is to come, that is belied by his various biblical allusions. Thus the purpose of this passage is to express not only the faith of the dying Gerontius, but also, musically, his doubts. And it is perhaps for this reason that at rehearsal figure 66:6 it is the orchestra that continues the musical argument, not the soloist: taking its cue from the end of Parsifal, an orchestra may hint what 480 words cannot say. But it can hint only so far. As yet, we have no idea of the nature of the God whom the soul will meet, nor of the type of divine judgment that it will receive. The answers to these questions become clearer only in subsequent statements of the motif. A feature of the second appearance of 'Novissima hora' (see Example 2) is the disruption of musical grammar Á initially dynamic and metrical, latterly harmonic Á caused by the caesura that halts the unending progressions of the motif. As the Angel's description of the 'sight of the Most Fair' turns from gladness to pain, the phrase-length is compressed from four bars to three (rehearsal figure 56:9Á11) ; on the word 'pierce' the motif's self-perpetuating is punctured by a loud brass chord of 490 C> minor. But although this chord has been prepared by the V 4/3 Ái cadence, it does not betoken tonal stability; instead, over the next eight bars the tonal centre moves to E minor via a series of diminished and dominant sevenths in the clarinets and bassoons, above which the Soul intones an angular piece of recitative. The role of 'Novissima hora' here, therefore, is to signal a momentary breakdown of musical 495 coherence, one that is analogous to the pain involved in seeing God, unpurged of one's sins, or perhaps indicative of the collapse of human conceptions of relativity when confronting the infinite. As in Part I, the motif is musically disturbing: it raises questions that it cannot (yet) answer, and instead responds by fragmenting. A more definite, but negative, answer results from the questions posed by the third 500 statement of 'Novissima hora', which appears at rehearsal figure 112:5 (see Example 3), towards the end of the Angel of the Agony's solo. 54 The four-bar phrase is stated twice as the Angel sings of the 'glorious Home' that awaits the souls in purgatory, and this is followed by a further four bars that end on a first-inversion chord of D = major (the 'gaze' of 'where they shall ever gaze on Thee'). Given that D= is the local 505 tonic, this would seem to indicate that 'Novissima hora' supports the musical grammar here, rather than undermines it; and at one level this is true. But the contrast between the pp dolcissimo ascending scale of the first violins at rehearsal figure 113 and the ivÁI/D = cadence that follows the second fermata is very striking.
The former still speaks the celestial language of 'Novissima hora'; indeed the 510 ascending scale, ending onˆ5/D = , faintly recalls the Dresden Amen of Parsifal (appropriately enough, in view of the text's suggestions of eternity). This Dresden Amen, however, is inherently unstable: its 'resolution' onto a first-inversion chord suggests that hopes of eternity will for the moment be dashed. And dashed they are: the plagal cadence at the Allargando confirms D= (albeit a modally mixed D=) as the 515 tonic, but in a way that seems brutally to mock the higher aspirations of the bars immediately preceding it. The Amen of paradise has been quashed by the Amen of impending purgatory. Thus the 'meaning' of 'Novissima hora' is somewhat ambiguous. The words associated with the motif point to the desirability of heaven, but its music suggests 520 that, at present, such eternity is beyond the Soul's grasp. 'Novissima hora' asks hopeful questions about eternity, but these are met with negative answers that 54 Gerontius is not a 'number' oratorio, so this solo (figures 106Á14) is not designated an aria. But it has certain aria-like qualities: a scena and recitative introduction (figures 101Á6); an internal Bar form (two Stollen at figures 106 and 108:3, and an Abgesang at 110:3); and, for all its chromaticism Á the openings of the Stollen are characterized by I/=II discords Á a single tonic (D=). emphasize the obstacle to the Soul's entering heaven: its sinfulness. So it is particularly apt that 'Novissima hora' is central to the Soul's reaction to its meeting with the Almighty at rehearsal figure 120 (see Example 4), for it is here that the Soul 525 feels its sinfulness most acutely. The general pause that represents the meeting itself is followed by a fff chord of V 13 /f > where, Elgar wrote in the score, '''for one moment'' must every instrument exert its fullest force'. 55 The falling semitone in the main melodic voice, a''Ág > '', recalls part of the 'Judgment' motif with which the piece opens. 56 But it is 'Novissima hora', no longer celestially lyrical but dramatic and 530 awesome, that expresses the self-loathing that the Soul feels on receiving its judgment (rehearsal figure 120:3) . The motif is musically transformed from its previous manifestations in several ways. Most obviously, its triple metre is altered to the 4/4 of the 'Judgment' motif, and thus literally 'marches' to the time of the divine verdict: immediate absolution from earthly wrongs is not a possibility. The phrase is Example 2 (Continued) 55 This forceful reaction was not in Elgar's original plans. He had intended 'Take me away' to be set quietly, part of a gradual diminuendo that took place from 'Praise to the Holiest' to the end of the work, in order to give the impression of a Soul 'shrivelled, parched & effete, powerless & finished' from the minute it had seen God. However, he responded to criticism from Jaeger, who argued that 'the first sensations the soul would experience [on seeing God] would be an awful, overwhelming agitation !; a whirlwind of sensations of the acutest kind coursing through it; a bewilderment of fear, exitation, crushing, overmastering hopelessness &c &c, ''Take me away!!'''. extended to five bars, complete with a written ritardando (another caesura), as if to give the Soul a moment to gather its thoughts and express itself coherently, this time in B minor. But the Moderato passage that ensues at rehearsal figure 120:8 is anything but coherent. Instead of a second four-bar statement of 'Novissima hora' (which earlier statements of the motif suggest would be the most likely continuation 540 here), the motif is liquidated. Its initial leap of a sixth survives (in the first violins and violas), but that is all; in its place the clarinets and cellos intone the rhythms and descending chromaticism of the 'Judgment' motif, while Chs in the vocal line and harmony cast doubt on the stability of B minor as a tonal centre. It is as if 'Novissima hora', quite literally, has lost its voice.
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Why is this so? A possible reason is that, from its first appearance in Part I, 'Novissima hora' has been associated with a hoped-for heavenly respite from earthly woes; now that these hopes have been crushed (at least for the time being), the motif is incapable of saying anything more. 57 If this is the case, then rehearsal figure 120 in Part II is perhaps the answer to the musical questions posed in Part I, at rehearsal 550 figure 66. That earlier section suggested doubts in the attainability of Gerontius's goal: at F> minor, the voice fell silent; and at B minor, the orchestra did. In Part II, at rehearsal figure 120, these doubts are confirmed: the voice re-enters in F> minor, but the orchestra's (and voice's) attempt to continue 'Novissima hora' in B minor fails. Subsequent attempts to resurrect the motif are no more successful. At rehearsal figure   555 122, an ascending sixth in the violins signals an attempt to do so, this time in E minor; but again non-harmonic notes in the melody Á Fh in 122:1, E= in 122:2 Á put paid to this. By contrast, several other motifs are eminently recognizable, notably the 'Sanctus' music (rehearsal figure 121:5) and, especially, the Angel/Soul duet from Part II, figure 26 (rehearsal figure 123) . But it is significant that these figures 560 previously expressed the Soul's (or Gerontius's) hopes and fears before judgment; they formed part of the journey to the telos of rehearsal figure 120 , and, in their post-telos manifestation, form part of a similar journey to (and, we may assume, eventually beyond) purgatory. 'Novissima hora', however, is different. Even in its pre-telos statements it anticipates the moment of judgment itself: a moment that 565 exists beyond time and space, and one with which the Soul cannot cope when it experiences it at rehearsal figure 120. It is scarcely surprising that the motif should be the cause of fragmentation rather than proper closure; given its association with the infinite, which by its nature is indefinable, closure was perhaps always impossible. A hermeneutic analysis of this sort reveals important differences between Gerontius 570
and Tod und Verklärung. The narrative of Strauss's work is fairly simple: a hero dies, is transfigured, and arrives in Elysium. Such a straightforward outcome is foreign to Gerontius, however; a motif like 'Novissima hora', which is associated both with a heavenly destination that remains out of reach and a state of sinfulness whose purgation begins only when the work ends, testifies to a work that resists any clear-575 cut conclusion. In part, this is because in Gerontius, unlike Tod, there are two protagonists: the dying man whose spiritual journey we follow, and the Almighty who passes judgment on him. The conflict between them, however, is not conventionally dramatic, but rather psychological. God is not depicted musically; the Soul receives its sentence in silence. Instead, God's character is revealed second-580 hand: by the Soul's questions and the Guardian Angel's answers prior to judgment, and by the Soul's tortured reaction afterwards. Yet there is a difference between the Soul's pre-and post-judgment views of God. Pre-judgment, the Almighty is constructed as a subconscious projection of the Soul's mind Á a God whom the Soul purports to understand, and with whom it believes it can be 'united' forever. But the moment of judgment reveals a far greater God, one beyond the Soul's imagination, and before whom it feels alienated. On meeting the real Almighty, the Soul is acutely conscious of the sinfulness of 'all that makes me man'; it cannot dwell eternally with God Á at least, not yet. Moreover, as with the opening of Part II, the existence of something infinite, eternal, beyond human conceptions of time and space, is too 590 much for the Soul to cope with Á and the music illustrates this lack of comprehension accordingly.
Mysticism and genre: oratorio as epic may be said to have been written in dialogue with the nineteenth-century English oratorio tradition (a tradition Ernest Newman described damningly as 'this deadly form of British art, the day for which has long gone by'). This fact was acknowledged by contemporary critics from both sides of the English Channel; some of them, indeed, described the work as an oratorio, whatever was written on the title page. 59
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Far more important is to ascertain what type of oratorio Gerontius might be. To this end Elgar's German critics once more offer a possible solution, and one that is consistent with their mystical conception of the work. Elgar's German supporters objected not to oratorio per se, as Newman did, but to Mendelssohn's legacy within the genre, which they considered to be characterized by 610 stylistic conservatism and dramatic mundaneness. 60 Part of Elgar's appeal to these critics lay in the more progressive idiom of Gerontius, and it is striking how they attempted to distance him from Mendelssohn. In an article about The Apostles, Neitzel claimed that the 'mystical-Catholic contemplation [ to a specifically mystical tradition of oratorio whose modern exemplars were Liszt and the Belgian composer Edgar Tinel (1854Á1912), rather than Mendelssohn. 61 Neitzel did not specify from where this tradition originated, but his approving description of the choruses in The Apostles as the 'ground pillars of the mood of the text' would seem to suggest Handel, the composer of some of the most famous of all 620 oratorio choruses. 62 Volbach also viewed Elgar as the natural successor to Handel and Liszt. Handel's oratorios, he observed, were notable for the fact that their heroes did not choose their destinies; rather above them stands a higher power, Jehovah, the Almighty; He is the real master of destinies. He controls them invisibly, but we sense His nearness, we feel it from the roar of 625 the mighty choruses, which become the real centrepieces of the whole thing, and grow powerfully in breadth. [. . .] the entirety is raised into the spheres of the sublime. 63 With Handel the audience almost felt a sense of oneness with God, but Volbach argued (with possibly just a hint of anti-Semitism) that this was not a characteristic of Handel's most popular successor in England: 'None of his [Handel's] successors Á 630 least of all Mendelssohn Á were capable of grasping the greatness and grandeur of this idea.' 64 The exception to this was Liszt; in works such as Christus (1856Á66) there was 'no plot development in the sense that one would find in a drama, only great, large-scale pictures which are erected on the noble golden background of powerful choruses, standing one next to the other. But they are connected by one characterized by the avoidance of conventional drama; what plot there was existed almost beyond time, rather than within it. And it was this lack of dramatic development that Volbach sensed in Elgar's works, which, he claimed, were composed of individual scenes, broadly-sweeping pictures, without a continuous plot and 640 held together by the idea of the invisible Divine and the Sublime. In Gerontius, the incorporeal Soul, fought over by the Angel and Demons, takes centre stage; we hear how strange, dreamlike sensations overcome the Soul as it flies between the world and eternity, anxiously expecting to stand before its Judge. 66 It might appear that Volbach conceived of Elgar's oratorios as a sort of musical 645 stream-of-consciousness. Such a conception would certainly be consistent with Hartmann's aforementioned definition of mysticism, in which feelings come from within rather than from dialectical procedures; thus Volbach's reading of Elgar's dramaturgy perceives the 'action' of Gerontius to be driven by the subconscious rather than by the rational mind. This is obviously an appropriate interpretation 650 for a piece that depicts a dream, where the subconscious does not operate in a linear fashion, but through a process of selective memory that conflates events which may have no relationship to each other. 67 But the implications of Volbach's argument go further than this. For oratorio to be 'raised into the spheres of the sublime' suggests that it should be seen as analogous not to drama but to epic: a genre whose scale is larger than life, and whose heroes' great deeds exist as exemplars outside any sense of dramatic time. It is thus the opposite of opera, whose drama relies entirely on a sense of progress in time. Gerontius, a work in which the action takes place in a single moment in time, is clearly a piece within that epic tradition; as it was 'the idea of the invisible Divine and the Spiritual' that 660 held it together, rather than 'continuous action', it was consequently 'conceivable only as oratorio'. 68 It is surely no coincidence that at least one contemporary critic who found difficulties with Gerontius did so because he conceived of the work in terms that owed more to drama than to epic. Willy Seibert, reviewing the second Düsseldorf performance of Gerontius in Die Musik, was sometimes irritated by the work, because it seemed to lack the conventional dramatic teleology of a piece like Tod und Verklärung. Whilst acknowledging that the choruses were 'outstandingly beautiful and enthralling' ('hervorragend schön und packend') expressions of the poem's mystical atmosphere, he implied that they retarded the forward momentum 670 of the piece. 'But the nature and intentions of the work mean that intensifications, as rendered in the motivically built-up choruses, are lacking', he complained. 'Lengthy scenes are constructed through the subordination of the musical idea to the content of each moment; these tire through the lack of contrasts, giving rise to a certain harmonic forcedness. In the second part of this enormously interesting 675 work, this becomes almost disastrous.' 69 Characterization, in Seibert's eyes, meant following a protagonist's actions; for Volbach, by contrast, it meant a process of deepening that occurred through reflection. And Elgar brought about such a process, Volbach believed, through a use of leitmotif that went beyond mere reminiscence to recall Wagner. In the motifs of The Apostles and The Kingdom, 'the 680 meaning of the emotions of the principal characters and crucial moments is more or less condensed. These occur throughout the work, sometimes combining ideas, sometimes deepening them, sometimes turning the attention back to what has happened, or looking prophetically into the future.' 70 Admittedly, in the two later works, which are set within an extensive timescale, leitmotifs can play an 685 anticipatory and recollective role that they are denied in Gerontius. But we may infer that it is also possible to use a leitmotif system even in a work, like Gerontius, that is characterized by timelessness, in order to develop particular ideas psychologically. 71 69 inner commentary by the Soul on the events of Part I. 73 If we conceive of Gerontius as an epic oratorio, however, one in which narrative is not bound by the linearity of dramatic time, a possible solution may be offered to this. Because its narrative is not subject to the unities of conventional drama, it is possible for Part II to be both out-of-body experience and inner commentary: a 705 deepening of Part I rather than an addition to it. Instead of seeking a single dramatic thread that runs through the whole work, we may instead locate parallel threads in each part Á threads that, as we have seen, follow the same tonal trajectory Á and consider the two parts opposite sides of the same coin. At certain points, however, these two sides collide. Rehearsal figure 115 of Part II (see Example 5) sees the return 710 of the friends' prayers for the dying soul: we hear the 'Rescue him' music from rehearsal figure 63 of Part I (bass, rehearsal figure 115:3), and the 'In the name of angels and archangels' music from rehearsal figure 72 of Part I (chorus, rehearsal figure 115:5). It is a simple reminder that, although an hour of musical time has elapsed since these passages last appeared, dramatic time has remained stationary.
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These are the same prayers as before; their restatement therefore represents a development of a single moment rather than a memory. We may view Part II as a trope of Part I: the confirmatory role played by the choruses in Part I against the fears and doubts of the dying man forms part of a dialectic of faith and doubt which the Soul's encounters with the demonic and the angelic choruses play out in a different 720 (but dramatically simultaneous) context in Part II. It is as if we are viewing the same piece of sculpture, but from a different angle.
The relationship between the two Parts is reminiscent of what Lawrence Kramer has described as 'expressive doubling': 'a form of repetition in which alternative versions of the same pattern define a cardinal difference in perspective'. 74 by the Derridian idea of completing that which 'at first seems complete in itself' in a way 'that displaces Á but does not nullify Á the original term': hardly the case in Gerontius, where the prospect of divine judgment is established in Part I as a necessary goal for the work, but is not realized until the end of Part II. Moreover, 730 expressive doubling, Kramer notes, is associated with the utopian aesthetics and historical progress of early Romanticism: features notably absent from a work associated more with post-Wagnerian decadence. 75 On the other hand, one
Example 5. Elgar, The Dream of Gerontius, Part II, rehearsal figures 114:7Á116:1: recurrence of 'Rescue him' and 'In the name of angels and archangels' music. 75 Ibid., 24, 30; Kramer cites Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology, trans. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (Baltimore, MD, 1976), 141Á64. For the connection between Gerontius and decadence, see n. 9 above. Such a transposition is particularly apparent in the treatment of what Banfield calls the two 'supremely important moments' in the work: the death of Gerontius in Part I and the Soul's meeting with God in Part II. 78 These moments occur at roughly the same point in each Part, and, as we have already noted, are set to the same music ('Novissima hora') and in the same key (F> minor). Here again Part II tropes Part I: 745 the process of physical dying in Part I is deepened psychologically to incorporate the shame and unworthiness felt by the Soul when faced with divine judgment. Moreover, this process of deepening continues at a musical level in the passage that follows. Unlike its equivalent in Part I, the Priest's 'Proficiscere' recitative, which Example 5 (Continued) 78 Banfield, 'The Dream of Gerontius at 100', 26. shifts somewhat abruptly from B = to the D major of the ensuing march (rehearsal figure 70), the musical space after the final statement of 'Novissima hora' is resolved much more slowly, culminating in an extensive dominant pedal (rehearsal figure  125 ) and a structural perfect cadence at the start of the Angel's Farewell (rehearsal figure 126 ). The Soul is thus permitted time to reflect on its predicament as it prepares for its next journey.
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The role played by the discourse on mysticism within the early criticism of Gerontius is thus profoundly significant both culturally and aesthetically. The subject matter of the work, and Elgar's sensitive treatment of it, enabled critics like Volbach and Hehemann to appropriate Gerontius as part of the artistic response to modernity taking place in contemporary Germany, in which mysticism played an important 760 creative role, and thereby transplant Elgar's piece from the backwater of the English oratorio tradition to the heart of contemporary European music-making. Aesthetically, the centrality of mysticism to the plot of Gerontius gives us the chance to reconsider the role of time and drama within oratorio, to conceive of it as an epic rather than dramatic genre, and consequently to reinterpret the work as the 765 unfolding of two simultaneous events, in which Elgar, to paraphrase Schoenberg, 'represents in slow motion everything that occurs during a single second of maximum spiritual excitement, stretching it out to [an hour and a half]'. 79 And because we, the listeners, may thus hear the piece unfold differently, the cultural and aesthetic associations of mysticism should be as relevant to our conception of the 770 piece as they were to the critics who heard it in Düsseldorf over a century ago. ABSTRACT The popularity in Britain of Elgar's The Dream of Gerontius was triggered by the successful reception of the work in Germany in December 1901 and May 1902. By examining some of the writings on Elgar by German critics in this period, I explain that what may have 775 particularly have appealed to German audiences was the composer's engagement with mysticism, something that as well as being a distinct strand of German theology since medieval times had acquired a new popularity among German artists in a number of fields, as part of a reaction to the materialism of Wilhelmine Germany. Through a reading of the work that takes into account both its Catholic theology and ideas of mysticism more generally, I 780 propose that the two Parts of the work should be conceived as taking place simultaneously, rather than successively, and that the work is thus best understood as belonging to the genre of epic rather than drama. 79 Arnold Schoenberg, 'New Music: My Music', Style and Idea: Selected Writings of Arnold Schoenberg, ed. Leonard Stein (London, 1975), 99Á106 (p. 105).
